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Abstract10

Big Data Analytics is considered an imperative aspect to be further improved in order to increase11

the operating margin of both public and private enterprises, and represents the next frontier for their12

innovation, competition, and productivity. Big Data are typically produced in different sectors of the above13

organizations, often geographically distributed throughout the world, and are characterized by a large size14

and variety. Therefore, there is a strong need for platforms handling larger and larger amounts of data in15

contexts characterized by complex event processing systems and multiple heterogeneous sources, dealing with16

the various issues related to efficiently disseminating, collecting and analyzing them in a fully distributed17

way.18

In such scenario, this work proposes a way to overcome two fundamental issues: data heterogeneity19

and advanced processing capabilities. We present a knowledge-based solution for Big Data analytics, which20

consists in applying automatic schema mapping to face with data heterogeneity, as well as ontology extraction21

and semantic inference to support innovative processing. Such a solution, based on the publish/subscribe22

paradigm, has been evaluated within the context of a simple experimental proof of concept in order to23

determine its performance and effectiveness.24
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1. Introduction27

At the state of the art, large and complex ICT systems are designed by assuming a system of systems28

perspective, i.e., a large number of components integrated by means of middleware adapters/interfaces over29

a wide-area communication network. Such systems usually generate a large amount of loosely structured30

data sets, often known as Big Data, since they are characterized by a huge size and an high degree of31

complexity, that need to be effectively stored and processed [1, 2]. Some concrete examples can be taken32

from the application domains of environmental monitoring, intrusion/anomaly detection systems, healthcare33

management and online analysis of financial data, such as stock price trends. The analysis of such data sets34

is becoming vital for the success of a business or for the achievement of the ICT mission for the involved35

organizations. Therefore, there is the need for extremely efficient and flexible data analysis platforms to36

manage and process such data sets, sometimes on a on-line/timely basis. However, their huge size and37

variety are limiting the applicability of the traditional data mining approaches, which typically encompass a38

centralized collector, able to store and process data, that can become an unacceptable performance bottle-39

neck. Consequently, the demand for a more distributed approach for the scalable and efficient management40

of Big Data is strongly increasing in the current business arena.41

The well-known MapReduce paradigm [3] has attracted great interest, and is currently considered the42

winning-choice framework for large-scale data processing. Such a successful adoption both in industry and43

academia is motivated by its simplicity, scalability and fault-tolerance features, and further boosted by44

the availability of an open-source implementation offered by Apache and named Hadoop [4]. Despite such45

a great success and benefits, MapReduce exhibits several limitations, making it unsuitable for the overall46

spectrum of needs for large-scale data processing. In particular, as described in details in [5], the MapReduce47

paradigm is affected by several performance limitations, introducing high latency in data access and making48

it not suitable for interactive use. As a matter of fact, Hadoop is built on top of the Hadoop Distributed49

File System (HDFS), a distributed file system designed to run on commodity hardware, and more suitable50

for batch processing of very large amounts of data rather than for interactive applications. This makes the51

MapReduce paradigm unsuitable for event-based online Big Data processing architectures, and motivates52

the need of investigating other paradigms and novel platforms for large-scale event stream-driven analytics53

solutions.54

Starting from these considerations, the main aim of this work is to design and realize a flexible archi-55

tectural platform providing distributed mining solution for huge amounts of unstructured data within the56

context of complex event processing systems, allowing the easy integration of a large number of informa-57

tion sources geographically scattered throughout the world. Such unstructured data sources (such as Web58

clickstream data, social network activity logs, data transfer or phone calls records, flight tracking logs, etc.)59

usually do not fit into more traditional data warehousing and business intelligence techniques and tools60
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and sometimes require timely correlation and processing triggered on specific event basis (e.g., in case of61

online analysis solicited by specific crisis conditions or emotional patterns). This implies the introduction62

new flexible integration paradigms, as well as knowledge-driven semantic inference features in data retrieval63

and processing to result in really effective business benefits. Publish/subscribe services [6, 7] have been64

proved to be a suitable and robust solution for the integration of a large number of heterogeneous entities65

thanks to their intrinsic asynchronous communication and decoupling properties. In fact, these properties66

remove the need of explicitly establishing all the dependencies among the interacting entities, in order to67

make the resulting virtualized communication infrastructure more scalable, flexible and maintainable. In68

addition, despite their inherently asynchronous nature, publish/subscribe services ensure timely interac-69

tions, characterized by low-latency message delivery features, between the corresponding parties, being also70

perfectly suitable in online event-driven data processing systems. Accordingly, we have designed our Big71

Data analytics architecture by building it on top of a publish/subscribe service stratum, serving as the72

communication facility used to exchange data among the involved components. Such a publish/subscribe73

service stratum brilliantly solves several interoperability issues due to the heterogeneity of the data to be74

handled in typical Big Data scenarios. In fact, most of the large-scale infrastructures that require Big Data75

analytics are rarely built ex-novo, but it is more probable that they are realized from the federation of76

already existing legacy systems, incrementally developed over the years by different companies in order to77

accomplish the customer needs known at the time of realization, without an organic evolution strategy. For78

this reason, the systems to be federated are characterized by a strong heterogeneity, that must be coped79

with by using abstraction mechanisms available on multiple layers [8, 9]. Therefore, such systems can be80

easily interconnected by means of publish/subscribe services, with the help of proper adapters and inter-81

faces in order to overcome their heterogeneity and make them fully interoperable on a timely basis. We can82

distinguish the aforementioned heterogeneity both at the syntactic and semantic level. That is, each system83

is characterized by a given schema describing the data to be exchanged. Even in domains where proper84

standards have been issued and progressively imposed, the heterogeneity in the data schema is still seen as85

a problem. Such heterogeneity limits the possibility for applications to comprehend the messages received86

from a different system, and hence to interoperate. Specifically, publish/subscribe services use these data87

schemas to serialize and deserialize the data objects to be exchanged over the network. If the schema known88

by the destination is different than the one applied by the source, it is not possible to correctly deserialize89

the arrived message, with a consequent loss of information. Interoperability not only has to resolve the dif-90

ferences in data structures, but it also has to deal with semantic heterogeneity. Each single value composing91

the data to be exchanged can have a different definition and meaning on the interacting systems. Thus, we92

propose a knowledge-based enforcement for publish/subscribe services in order to address their limitations93

in supporting syntactic and semantic interoperability among heterogeneous entities. Our driving idea is to94

integrate schema matching approaches in the notification service, so that publishers and subscribers can95
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have different data schemas and exchange events that are easy to be understood and processed.96

In order to be processed online, in a fully distributed (and hence more scalable) way, Big Data are filtered,97

transformed and/or aggregated along the path from the producers to the consumers, to allow consumers98

to retrieve only what they are interested in, and not all the data generated by the producers. This allows99

avoiding the performance and dependability bottlenecks introduced by a centralized collecting and processing100

unit, and guarantees a considerable reduction of the processing latency as well as of the traffic imposed on101

the communication network (since processing is placed closer to the event producers), with considerable102

benefits in terms of network resource usage. For this purpose, we introduced on top of the publish/subscribe103

service an event stream processing layer [10], which considers data as an almost continuous stream of events.104

This event stream is generated by several producers and reaches its destinations by passing through a series105

of processing agents. These agents are able to apply a series of operations taken from the available complex106

event processing techniques portfolio [10] to filter parts of the stream, merge two or more distinct streams,107

perform queries over a stream and to persistently store streams. Hence, the first step of our work consisted108

in the definition and implementation of several primitive stream processing operators specialized as data109

processing agents and in the realization of a model-based prototype to assist Big Data analysts to easily110

create a stream processing infrastructure based on publish/subscribe services.111

Furthermore, we also observed that traditional solutions for performing event stream processing are112

affected by two main problems limiting their applicability to Big Data analytics:113

• Stream Interoperability, i.e., users are exposed to the heterogeneity in the structures of the different114

event streams of interest. In fact, users have to know the details of the event types in order to properly115

define query strings based on the stream structures, and to write different queries for streams whose116

structure varies;117

• Query Expressiveness, i.e., events composing the streams are considered as a map of attributes and118

values, and the typical queries on event streams are structured as finding particular values in the119

events.120

The construction of our platform on top of a publish/subscribe service model empowered with a knowledge-121

based solution for interoperability among heterogeneous event types allows us to easily resolve Stream122

Interoperability issues, leaving only the Query Expressiveness as an open problem. Recent research on123

event-driven systems, such as the works described in [11, 12], is speculating on the introduction of semantic124

inference in event processing (by realizing the so-called Semantic Complex Event Processing (SCEP) [13]),125

in order to obtain a knowledge-based detection of complex event patterns that goes beyond what is possible126

with current solutions. To this aim, we designed an agent that dynamically builds up a Resource Description127

Framework (RDF) [14] ontology, based on the incoming events, and applies queries expressed in the SPARQL128

query language [15] for semantic inference. Such dynamically-built ontology can be integrated with external129
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knowledge, related to the domain or to the specific application within which the stream processing platform130

is used.131

This article is structured as follows. In the next section, we provide a description of the fundamental132

problems addressed. Section 3 provides some background to support the proposal: in the first part it133

introduces publish/subscribe services, while in a second part it presents details on event stream processing.134

Section 4 describes in details the proposed solution for dealing with data heterogeneity and semantic inference135

in stream processing network infrastructures supporting Big Data analytics in a fully distributed scenario.136

Starting from the unsuitability of tree-based exchange formats, such as XML, we describe a knowledge-based137

solution to develop a flexible notification service. In addition, we show how it is possible to implement a138

stream processing network on top of a publish/subscribe service stratum. We conclude with details on how139

RDF ontologies can be dynamically built, and how SPARQL queries can be executed during event stream140

processing. Section 5 illustrates a proof-of-concept prototype used to assess our solution, as well as the141

outcomes of some performed experiments. Section 6 concludes the work by presenting some final remarks.142

2. Problem Statement143

The aim of this section is to describe in detail the two problems of data integration and semantic144

processing within the context of a platform for Big Data analytics.145

2.1. Data Integration146

Federating legacy systems, built by different companies at different times and under different regulation147

laws, requires the resolution of the interoperability issues imposed by the high potential heterogeneity among148

the systems belonging to a federated organization.149

The first degree of heterogeneity is related to the programming environments and technologies used to150

realize the legacy systems to be federated. Nowadays, this heterogeneity is not felt as a research challenge151

anymore, but it is simply a matter of realizing the artifacts needed to bridge the different adopted tech-152

nologies. The literature is rich of experiences on designing and implementing software for this technological153

interoperability, which have been summarized and formalized in the widely-known Enterprise Integration154

Patterns (EIP) [16], documenting the different communication ways according to which the systems are155

integrated and discussing how messages can be delivered from a sender to the correct receiver, by chang-156

ing the information content of a message due to different data and information models and describing the157

behavior of messaging system end-points. As a practical example, let us consider two distinct systems,158

one implemented with CORBA and another with JBoss. In order to make them interoperable, i.e., the159

messages exchanged on CORBA are also received by destinations in the JBoss system and vice versa, a160

mediation/integration entity, such as a Messaging Bridge is needed, providing one instance for each system161
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Figure 1: Bridging two heterogeneous systems

to be integrated. As clearly illustrated in Figure 1, such a component has a set of Channel Adapters, each162

in charge of sending and/or receiving messages on a particular platform (e.g., CORBA or JBoss), and an163

integration logic, responsible to map from one channel to the other ones by transforming the message format164

characterizing each communication channel into the other ones. For more details on integration issues and165

solutions, we refer interested readers to [17, 18, 19].166

The second possible degree of heterogeneity is on the structural schema adopted for the exchanged data167

(referring to the organization of data in specific complex and simple data types), and raises the so-called168

Data Exchange Problem [20]. Specifically, let us consider an application, namely Asource, which is a data169

source characterized by a given schema, indicated as Ssource, for the produced data, and another one, namely170

Adest, which is a data destination and is characterized by another schema, indicated as Sdest. When the two171

schemas diverge, a communication can take place only if a mapping M between the two schemas exists. This172

allows the destination to understand the received message contents and to opportunely use them within its173

application logic. When the two schemas are equal, the mapping is simply the identity. On the contrary,174

when several heterogeneous legacy systems are federated, it is reasonable to have diverging data schemas, and175

the middleware solution used for the federation needs to find the mappingM and to adopt proper mechanisms176

to use it in the data dissemination process. Moreover, the communication pattern adopted in collaborative177

infrastructures is not one-to-one, but one-to-multi or multi-to-multi. So, during a single data dissemination178

operation, there is no single mapping M to be considered, but several of them, i.e., one per each destination.179

If we consider, for example, the position on the Earth of an aircraft for an Air Traffic Control framework, we180

can have different coordinate systems, all based on the concepts of latitude, longitude and altitude. A given181

system may measure latitude and longitude with a single number (i.e., expressing decimal degrees), or with182

triple numbers (i.e., expressing degrees, minutes and seconds). National institutions and/or standardization183

bodies have tried to find a solution to this problem by specifying a standard schema for the data exchanged184
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in certain application domains. Let us consider two explicative examples, one in the context of aviation and185

the other from healthcare. EuroControl, the civil organization coordinating and planing air traffic control in186

Europe, has specified the structure of the flight data exchanged among Area Control Centers, called ATM187

Validation ENvironment for Use towards EATMS (AVENUE)4. Health Level Seven International (HL7), the188

global authority on standards for interoperability of health information technology, has issued a standardized189

application protocol for distributing clinical and administrative information among heterogeneous healthcare190

systems. These two standards have not resolved the syntactic heterogeneity in their domains of reference.191

In fact, a standard data format is likely to be changed over time for two main reasons. In the first case,192

it has to address novel issues by including more data. In fact, in the last three years AVENUE has been193

updated several times increasing the number of structures composing its schema. On the other hand, it has194

to evolve by adopting a different approach. In fact, there are two versions of the HL7 standard (i.e., HL7195

version 3 and HL7 version 2.x), with the most recent one adopting an Object Oriented approach, and a196

well-defined mapping between them is missing [21]. Not all the systems may be upgraded to handle new197

versions, so systems with different versions have to co-exist. This brings back the Data Exchange Problem198

when a publisher produces events with a certain version of the standard data structure and subscribers can199

accept and comprehend only other versions.200

Beyond the ability of two or more systems to be able to successfully exchange data, semantic interoper-201

ability is the ability to automatically interpret the data exchanged meaningfully and accurately as defined202

by the end users. For a concrete example, an integer value for the temperature of a transformer can have203

different interpretations, and cause different control decisions, if we consider it being expressed in Celsius,204

Fahrenheit or Kelvin degrees. Let us assume that, a control device receives a message from the temperature205

monitoring device, where the field Temperature has the value 86. According to the IEEE C57.12.00-2000206

standard [22], the transformer temperature should not exceed 65 Celsius degrees above ambient tempera-207

ture when operated at its rated load (KVA), voltage (V), and frequency (Hz). Knowing that the ambient208

temperature is 20 Celsius degrees, if the value of Temperature is expressed in Celsius degrees, the control209

device has to alarm system operators of a temperature limit violation in the transformer (i.e., the reported210

value of 86 Celsius degrees is greater than the threshold of 85 Celsius degrees). However, if it is expressed211

in another scale, such as Kelvin, an alarm should not be triggered, since the value of Temperature is equal212

to -187.15 Celsius degrees. As a different example, in aviation the altitude can have several meanings, e.g.,213

(i) True altitude, i.e., the measure using the Mean Sea Level (MSL) as the reference datum; (ii) Absolute214

altitude or Height, i.e., the height of the aircraft above the terrain over which it is flying; or (iii) Flight215

Level, i.e., the value computed assuming an International standard sea-level pressure datum of 1013.25 hPa.216

Parties exchanging altitude information must be clear on which definition is being used.217

4www.eurocontrol.int/eec/public/standard page/ERS avenue.html
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2.2. Semantic Processing218

Complex Event Processing (CEP) consists of collecting a series of data from multiple sources about219

what is currently happening in a certain system or environment (i.e., events, and analyzing such events in a220

proper manner (e.g., by looking for certain values or inferring specific event patterns) in order to detect the221

occurrence of certain situations or to generate new information by aggregating the available one. The data222

processing required by CEP is typically realized by writing computing rules based on the values exhibited223

by certain attributes of the received events. This may not be enough to spot the occurrence of complex224

critical situations, whose detection needs more data than the one carried by the exchanged events. Let us225

consider, for example, the following event raised by an aircraft:226

227

event A i r c r a f t S t a t e {228

ID = 01512 fg5 ;229

Type = Boeing 757 ;230

Current Pos i t i on = (41 degrees , 54 ’ North , 12 degrees , 27 ’ East ) ;231

Dest inat i on = Par i s ;232

Orig in = Athens ;233

Remaning Fuel = 1000 ga l l o n s234

}235

236

If we limit our analysis to the values assumed by the event attributes, we cannot notice that there is a237

serious trouble with this aircraft. In fact, the current position exposed by the aircraft is over the city of238

Rome. If we consider that a Boing 757 consumes 3 gallons of fuel per mile, then the total amount of fuel239

needed to cover the distance between Rome and Paris (i.e., about 687 miles) is equal to 2061 gallons, which is240

greater than the amount available in the aircraft. This simple example tells us that certain situations cannot241

be detected if we do not have the domain knowledge properly formalized and available to the processing242

agents in charge of analyzing the exchanged events. In our example, such a domain knowledge consists in243

the latitude and longitude of the main cities in Europe, and the fuel consumption of the main aircraft types244

flying in Europe.245

Such a kind of semantic inference may be needed also when correlating events of different streams. Let246

us consider the case of the pilot noticing that the fuel is not suitable to reach its given destination, i.e.,247

Paris, and asking for an authorization to land in a nearby local airfield, instead of a larger international one.248

Then, such a local airfield may publish this event:249
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250

event LandingAuthor izat ion {251

ID = P14254J ;252

ICAO ARC = 1 ;253

Pos i t i on = (42 degrees , 25 ’ North , 12 degrees , 6 ’ East ) ;254

Date = X Month 2013 ;255

S i tua t i on = Emergency }256

257

From this event it is not possible to assume that such an authorization is for the previous aircraft in258

a serious danger. However, if we infer that the position in the second event refers to the town of Viterbo259

(Italy), and we relate the fact that Viterbo is in the air sector of Rome, the same of the considered aircraft,260

we can infer that the pilot of the aircraft in danger decided to make an emergency landing in the local261

airfield of Viterbo. However, the minimum landing runaway length for a Boing 757 should be of 3,000 ft,262

but the airfield of Viterbo is classified as 1 in the ICAO Aircraft Reference Code (given to airports with a263

landing runaway with a length smaller than 800 meters). This allows the air traffic management system to264

rise an alert that the landing runaway is too small, and there is a high probability that an accident may265

occur. Such an alert can trigger the preparation for a rescue team to be ready at the place so as to provide266

assistance and save some lives.267

These rather simple examples help to notice that the traditional data processing approaches, based on268

the values assumed by the event instances, are not sufficient to detect complex situations and/or obtain the269

advanced aggregate information needed by current applications. To this aim, such approaches have to be270

empowered by combining them with a semantic inference framework that can consider some knowledge on271

the domain and the semantics of the exchanged events.272

3. Background273

3.1. Publish/Subscribe Services274

Publish/subscribe services are middleware solutions characterized by two types of processes: Publishers,275

which produce notifications, and/or Subscribers, which consume the notifications they are interested in,276

where such an interest is indicated by means of Subscriptions [6]. Specifically, there are different ways of277

specifying such an interest in a subset of the published events, which affect the architecture and algorithm278

adopted to implement the publish/subscribe platform. The most common one is indicated as topic-based,279

with publishers tagging outgoing notifications with a topic string, while subscribers use string matching280

to detect their events of interest. A different one is the content-based, where subscribers express complex281

predicates on the content of events, and only those events that satisfy such predicates are delivered.282
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Figure 2: Schematic overview of a generic publish/subscribe service.

Subscriptions are not the only mechanism provided by publish/subscribe services to regulate event flows283

among applications. The basic architectural schema of this service also comprises the Notification Service284

(NS), as depicted in Figure 2, which plays the role of mediator between publishers and subscribers by giving285

strong decoupling features and offering the following functionalities: (i) storing subscriptions; (ii) receiving286

and buffering events; and (iii) dispatching received notifications to the interested subscribers. The NS is an287

abstraction that can be concretely implemented according to two main approaches: (i) Direct Delivery, i.e.,288

each publisher also acts as a NS and takes the duty of delivering notifications to interested subscribers, or289

(ii) Indirect Delivery, i.e., the notification duties are shifted from the publishers to one or more networked290

brokers in order to improve scalability [23].291

For our specific purposes, in this work we are interested in topic-based subscriptions with a broker-based292

implementation of the NS, but our findings can be easily adapted to any other kind of publish/subscribe293

services. We have decided to use topic-based publish/subscribe services, since they are the most popular294

within the industry community, and encompass all the main commercial products available on the market.295

As depicted in Figure 2, NS provides two ways of interacting with publishers and two with subscribers.296

In the first case, NS can receive three kinds of commands from the publishers: (i) create topic for the297

creation a new topic, (ii) advertise for informing that a publisher is about to send new events for a given298

existing topic; and (iii) unadvertise for informing that the given publisher is stopping to send new events299

for a given existing topic. NS can receive publications from the publishers, which are needed to be stored300

and forwarded to all interested subscribers. On the other hand, NS can receive two kinds of commands from301

the subscribers: (i) subscribe for informing NS which topics are of interest for the given subscriber, and (ii)302

unsubscribe for deleting a previous subscribe command and informing NS that the given subscriber is no303

more interested in receiving events associated to certain topics. The last interaction between subscribers and304

NS is the delivery of the notifications of interest. There are two different ways for subscribers to consume305
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notifications from NS. Subscribers can wait and have NS push notifications to them, or they can continuously306

poll NS themselves to see if notifications are available.307

3.2. Data Serialization Schemes308

At the foundation of any middleware solution we find the serialization, and its dual operation named as309

deserialization. Respectively, the first operation takes an object as an input and returns a stream of bytes310

that can be conveyed by a network and delivered to a given destination, which performs the deserialization,311

i.e., it obtains the original object back from the received stream of bytes. A serialization format expresses312

the way to convert complex objects to sequences of bits. While some publish/subscribe services, as the ones313

compliant to the Java Message Service (JMS) specification, do not impose a particular format, leaving the314

decision to the application developers, other products, such as the ones compliant to the Object Management315

Group (OMG) Data Distribution Service (DDS) standard, use the Common Data Representation (CDR) [24].316

They are based on a positional approach: serialization and relative deserialization operations are performed317

according to the position occupied by data within the byte stream (Figure 3(a)). Let us consider a concrete318

example with a publisher and subscriber exchanging a certain data instance. The publisher goes through all319

the fields of the given data instance, converts the content of each field in bytes, and sequentially stores it in320

a byte stream, treated as a FIFO queue. On the subscriber side, the application feeds data instances with321

information conveyed by received byte streams. Specifically, knowing that the serialization of the first field322

of type T requires a certain number n of bytes, the subscriber extracts the first n bytes from the byte stream.323

Then, it casts such n bytes in the proper type T and assigns the obtained value to the field in its own data324

instance. Such operation is repeated until the entire data instance is filled. This kind of serialization format325

has the drawback of weakening the decoupling property of publish/subscribe services, i.e., publishers and326

subscribers do not have to agree upon any detail of the communication. In fact, to be able to deserialize an327

object, the subscriber must be able to recreate the instance as it was when it was serialized, implying that328

the subscriber must have access to the same data schema, i.e. class, that was used to serialize the payload329

by the publisher. This introduces a strong coupling between publishers and subscribers, since they must330

share a common data schema for the exchanged notifications, which is unfeasible when integrating legacy331

systems in a complex scenario such as the Big Data Analytics one.332

To cope with this concern, a viable solution is to achieve flexible communication: the publisher does333

not care about the schemas known by the subscribers, and subscribers are able to introspect the structure334

of the received notifications and use such information to properly feed data instances. Such a flexible335

communication is achievable by adopting a certain serialization format that embodies in the serialization336

stream not only the data content, as the binary formats, but also meta-information about its internal337

structure. XML is the most widely-known example of a flexible serialization format, where the structure of338

data is specified by a combination of opening and closing tags, as shown in Figure 3(b). In fact, the demand339
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 3: Serialization and deserialization operated according to (a) CDR, (b) XML, (c) JSON and (d) YAML.

for flexible communications brought an increasing demand for XML-based pub/sub services, which support340

flexible document structures and subscription rules expressed by powerful languages, such as XPath and341

XQuery [25].342

Unfortunately, XML syntax is redundant, and this redundancy may affect application efficiency through343

higher transmission and serialization costs. In fact, such solutions are affected by several performance344

problems, as studied in [26] and summarized in Figure 4. The redundant syntax of XML implies an increase345

of the bytes required to serialized a given event, with a consequent augment of the communication latency.346

In current literature, there are other formats available that exhibit a better balance between readability and347

compactness by being simpler than XML, while maintaining its flexibility guarantees. Java Script Object348

Notation (JSON) is a lightweight data-interchange format, based on a collection of name/value pairs and an349

ordered list of values, as illustrated in Figure 3(c), which allows saving bytes in the serialization stream [27].350

In JSON, data is represented by two main structures: a collection of name/value pairs realized as an object,351

and an ordered list of values realized as an array. Objects start with a left brace and end with a right brace,352

and have a set of name/value pairs divided by commas, with names separated from the related values by353

a colon. Arrays begin with a left bracket and end with a right bracket, and contain only a set of values354

separated by commas. Values can be associated to native types, or even to user-defined data structures.355
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(a) (b)

Figure 4: Efficiency and performance of a given publish/subscribe service with a non flexible format, i.e., CDR, with flexible

ones (taken from [26]).

YAML Ain’t Markup Language (YAML) provides a data serialization format with data structure hierarchy356

maintained by outline indentation or a more compact version with brackets, shown in Figure 3(d) [28].357

Data expressed in YAML is structured in data types common to most high-level languages: lists, associative358

arrays, and scalars, where the data structure is determined by means of line and whitespace delimiters.359

Names are separated from their relative values by colons.360

We have proved in [26] that also such flexible formats are not suitable for the typical use cases in our361

specific environment, which exhibits considerable time constraints on the communication latency. In fact,362

as discussed for XML, the performance overhead caused by the use of flexible formats results high due to a363

larger number of bytes to send along the network, as proved in Figure 4(a), and could bring to the violations364

of the imposed time constraints.365

The issue of jointly providing flexible communications and good performance is felt crucial for a more366

successful adoption of publish/subscribe services in complex integration projects such as the ones charac-367

terized by the need of handling Big Data. For this reason, the group responsible for managing the DDS368

standard within the OMG is actively discussing the topic of syntactic interoperability by issuing the OMG369

RFP mars/2008-05-03 on Extensible Topic Type System [29], with the intent of defining an abstract event370

schema system providing built-in support for extensibility and syntactic interoperability. The discussion371

within the OMG brought an addition to the OMG standard, named “Extensible and Dynamic Topic Types372

for DDS” [30], that specifies the structure of events, the formalism to express, such a structure, the protocol373

to serialize the events to have the byte stream conveyed by the network, and the API to define and manip-374

ulate data schema programmatically for dealing with syntactic heterogeneity. This new standard improved375

CDR in order to allow evolution of the event types. However, it supports only the addition of new fields,376

but is not suitable to treat the syntactical and semantic heterogeneity expressed in the previous section.377
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Figure 5: Schematic overview of a generic Event Stream Processing system.

3.3. Event Stream Processing378

Publish/subscribe services have in our framework the only duty of distributing events from producers to379

consumers. On top of these services, it is possible to build an event processing facility, which has the goal380

of properly manipulating events, such as by means of filtering, correlating, transforming and/or aggregating381

them, to obtain new events and other useful derived information, according to the traditional Big Data382

analytics objectives. When events are seen as part of an almost-continuous stream, and operations consider383

such a stream-oriented perspective, then we talk about event stream processing. Figure 5 depicts a schematic384

overview of a generic solution for event stream processing: event producers and consumers are glued together385

by means of a Event Stream Processor (ESP), which is implemented by a network of processing agents, each386

applying a proper operation to the incoming streams to obtain the preferred outgoing streams. The behavior387

of each agent, in terms of operations to be applied to the incoming streams, can be specified in a proper388

event processing language [10], such as:389

• Trasforming Languages, which indicate how to transform the incoming streams. These languages can390

be further classified in:391

– Declarative Languages, which consist in the extensions of the well-known SQL language from392

the Database field, and describe the outcome of the computation, rather than the exact flow393

of the execution of the needed operations to achieve such result. A concrete example is Event394

TrAnsaction Logic Inference System (ETALIS)5 implemented in Prolog. Here’s an example [31]:395

396

397

SELECT ?company WHERE398

{ ?company hasStockPr ice ? p r i c e 1 }399

SEQ { ?company hasStockPr ice ? p r i c e 2 }400

SEQ { ?company hasStockPr ice ? p r i c e 3 }401

FILTER ( ? p r i c e 2 < ? p r i c e 1 ∗ 0 .7 && ? pr i c e 3 > ? p r i c e 1 ∗ 1 .05402

&& getDURATION( ) < ”P30D”ˆˆxsd : durat ion )403

404

5Event TrAnsaction Logic Inference System (ETALIS), available at: https://code.google.com/p/etalis/
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Such a rule isolates the companies whose stock price has lowered by over 30%, and subsequently,405

increased by more than 5% within a time frame of 30 days.406

– Imperative Languages, which describe the transforming rules as a proper combination of operators407

(i.e., implementing basic transformations on events) in series and/or in parallel. A concrete408

example is the Aurora’s Stream Query Algebra (SQuAl) [32], and here’s an example:409

410

Aggregate [Avg ( Pr i ce ) ,411

Assuming Order (On Time , GroupBy Sid ) ,412

S i z e 1 hour ,413

Advance 1 hour ]414

415

Such a rule computes a hourly average price (Price) per stock (Sid) over a stream of stock quotes416

that is known to be ordered by the time, the quote was issued (Time) by using the Aggregate417

and Order operators.418

• Pattern-based languages, which specify a condition and an action to be triggered when the condition is419

verified. A concrete example is provided by the Tibco BusinessEvents, which provides event processing420

capabilities within the event-based platform by Tibco6.421

422

r u l e Rules . FraudDetection {423

when {424

Temporal . Hi s tory . howMany( account . Debits , DateTime . ge tT imeInMi l l i s (425

DateTime . now())− FraudCr i te r ia . i n t e r va l , DateTime . ge tT imeInMi l l i s (426

DateTime . now ( ) ) , t rue ) > FraudCr i te r ia . num txns ;427

428

Temporal . Numeric . addAllHistoryDouble ( account . Debits ,429

DateTime . ge tT imeInMi l l i s (DateTime . now())− FraudCr i te r ia . i n t e r v a l )430

> FraudCr i te r ia . d eb i t s p e r c en t ∗ account . AvgMonthlyBalance ;431

432

account . Status !=”Suspended ” ; }433

then {434

account . Status=”Suspended ” ; }435

}436

437

6Tibco BusinessEvents, available at: https://docs.tibco.com/products/tibco-businessevents-5-1-1
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Such a rule analyzes the flow of events to detect a possible fraud by checking three conditions: (i) the438

number of debits in the verification interval is greater than a given threshold, (ii) the percentage of439

the average balance that was debited in the verification interval is greater than a given guard value,440

and (iii) the account is not yet suspected as being defrauded.441

Another possible classification is based on the concept of state of the processing agent: in a stateless442

agent, the processing of an event is not influenced by the processing of past events; whereas, in a stateful443

agent, the processing of an event depends directly on the results of past processing.444

Despite the differences among the available event processing languages, the common characteristic is to445

apply queries only on the value assumed by the attributes in the exchanged events, with no consideration446

of their semantics or any a-priori knowledge of the domain.447

4. The Proposed Solution448

While traditional online data mining/processing systems mainly assume that data has a unique schema449

and rigid semantics, when the volumes and heterogeneity of data sources and samples increase several450

inconsistencies may be introduced in data format, type or semantics by requiring the presence of new451

integration and semantic inference features when processing the data streams flowing from the involved452

sources.453

4.1. Self-describing Data Schema and Automatic Schema Mapping454

We exploited the literature on schema matching in the field of data management in order to obtain a455

solution that keeps on using CDR as the serialization format without its limitations in handling heterogeneity456

in the event types among publishers and subscribers. Specifically, we indicate with S and T respectively the457

event type of the publisher (i.e., the source schema), and the event type of the subscriber (i.e., the target458

schema). In particular, a publisher is able to publish notifications whose content is an instance of the S459

scheme; while a subscriber is only able to consume instances of T domain. Both these schemas must be460

expressed by using a proper formalism that allows an easily processing by a computer program. Specifically,461

we have used a tree-based formalism with two kinds of nodes, one for representing entities, which can be462

nested, and one for their attributes, holding certain values from a given domain. In addition, we indicate463

with s a series of assertions that map a given attribute in an event schema into an interval of bytes within464

the serialization stream. s is formalized by a series of tuples of four elements as follows:465

s = ∪ < ν, πbegin, πend,∆ >, (1)

where ν ∈ S is an attribute whose values belong to the domain ∆; while πbegin and πend are respectively the466

position within the stream of the first and last byte of the value of ν. The operations of serialization, and467
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deserialization are parametrized with s. In the first operation, the value of a certain attribute is converted in468

bytes and placed in the position of the serialization stream starting from πbegin. In the opposite operation,469

the bytes from πbegin to πend within the stream are assigned to the proper attribute ν after being casted in470

the appropriate domain ∆. The problem of flexible communication between a publisher and a subscriber471

(or several subscribers) can be formalized as defining the tuple < S, T, s, c >, where c is a set of assertions472

that allows to match a node ν ∈ S with a node µ ∈ T .473

c = ∪ < ν, µ >⇒ ν ≈ µ, (2)

where the symbol ≈ means that node ν matches the node µ. The combination of the assertions in s with the474

ones in c allows overcoming the heterogeneity within the system: certain bytes from πbegin to πend within the475

received stream are extracted, then the right attribute µ belonging to T is fetched by querying the assertions476

in c by looking at the one that defines a matching with the attribute ν, that corresponds to the range from477

πbegin to πend in s. Accordingly, the fundamental challenges to be faced with are the following: (i) how to478

compute the assertions in c?, and (ii) how to resolve the schema matching problem without introducing a479

coupling between publishers and subscribers?480

To handle the first question, we have adopted one of the major approaches to schema matching used481

in the literature [33], while for the second question, we have enhanced the functionalities provided by NS482

in order to mediate among heterogeneous schemas. Specifically, the publisher application has to behave483

according to Alg. 1. First of all, it sends the two commands create topic and advertise to create the topic484

of interest and to notify its intention of starting to publish new events for this topic. Later, it obtains a485

representation of its source schema S, and the rules s to be used to serialize the content of the events to be486

published. Both the representation of S and the rules s are sent to NS, which returns an identification of487

the registered schema. Then, for each of the events to be published, it makes a notification by serializing the488

content of the event, and assigns the obtained schema identification to the notification. At this point, the489

notification is ready to be published. When all the events have been published, the publisher can deregister490

its schema and sends an unadvertise command. Alg. 2, on the other hand, illustrates the operations of491

a given subscriber interested in getting notified of events related to a given topic. First, the subscriber492

has to send a subscribe command to NS in order to communicate its interest in a given topic. Then, it493

obtains a representation for its target schema T and registers it on NS. As long as it is active, the subscriber494

receives a notification (no matters if in a push- or pull-based manner). From such notification it obtains495

the identification of the source schema. If it is the first time receiving an event with this schemaID (rows496

8-11), then the subscriber interrogates NS and obtains the deserialization rules, which are stored in a proper497

hash table with the schemaID as the key. If the subscriber has already received other events with this498

schemaID (row 7), then the deserialization rules are fetched from the mentioned hash table. In both cases,499

the obtained rules are applied to deserialize the notification and to have the original event as an instance of500
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Algorithm 1 Publishing primitive, which takes as

input the events to be disseminated within the con-

text of a given topic

do publisher(Events, Topic):

1: create topic(Topic);

2: advertise(Topic);

3: schema = obtainSchema(Topic);

4: rules = obtainSerializationRules(schema);

5: schemaID = registerSchema&Rules(schema, rules);

6: for each Event in Events do

7: Set Notification = serialize(Event, rules);

8: Notification.schemaID = schemaID;

9: publish(Notification);

10: end for

11: deregisterSchema(schemaID);

12: unadvertise(Topic);

Algorithm 2 Subscribing and consuming primitive,

which takes as input the topic of which the subscriber

is interested of get notified.

do subscriber(Topic):

1: subscribe(Topic);

2: schema = obtainSchema(Topic);

3: registerSchema(schema);

4: while subscriber is alive do

5: Notification = receive();

6: schemaID = Notification.schemaID;

7: Set rules = find(schemaID);

8: if rules == null then

9: rules = obtainSchema(schemaID, sub reference);

10: load(rules, schemaID);

11: end if

12: Set Event = Notification.deserialize(rules);

13: consume(Event);

14: end while

15: unsubscribe(Topic);

the target schema so that the application can consume it. When the subscriber is deactivated, the command501

unsubscribe is sent. These two algorithms show how the publisher and the subscriber are able to manage502

instances in their own schema, without being coupled to know the schema of the other party.503

The key role in our solution is played by NS, which mediates between the publisher and the subscriber504

by resolving the heterogeneity in their schemas. This resolution is performed when the subscriber asks the505

deserialization rules to NS. The actions executed by NS to returns the deserialization rules to the subscribe506

are described in Alg. 3. From the received schemaID, NS obtains the source schema representation and507

serialization rules that have been previously registered by a publisher (if these elements are not found, then508

NS cannot construct the deserialization rule and null is returned, as indicated in rows 2-4). Afterwards, NS509

obtains the target schema representation from the reference of the subscriber (if this is not available, then NS510

cannot proceed and null is returned, as indicated in rows 6-8). When all the pieces are in place, NS is able511

to map the entities in the source schema to the ones within the target schema (row 9). Then, it constructs512

the deserialization rules from the serialization ones (row 10), by copying all the rules and substituting in513

each of them, the attribute belonging to the source schema, with the mapped one within the target schema.514

The two mapped attributes might not share the same domain for their values, so the deserialization rules515
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Algorithm 3 Primitive executed by NS to return the

deserialization rules based on a given source schema

and serialization rules

obtainSchema(schemaID, sub reference):

1: Set source schema, ser rules ≥ fetch(schemaID);

2: if source schema == NULL then

3: Return null;

4: end if

5: Set target schema = fetch(sub reference);

6: if target schema == NULL then

7: Return null;

8: end if

9: mapping = do mapping(source schema, tar-

get schema);

10: deser rules = do matching(ser rules, mapping);

11: Return deser rules;

also contains the indications of the converter to obtain an element in the domain of the target attribute516

from an element in the domain of the source attribute. Such converters can be simple objects to cast an517

integer value to a double one, but they can also be more complex when converting a value in Kelvin degrees518

to one in Celsius or a value of True altitude in one of Absolute altitude.519

The mapping among attributes in the two schemas is determined based on the concept of similarity,520

considering their semantic relations in the form of equivalence (=), less general (⊑), more general (⊒) and521

disjointness (⊥). Specifically, we assume that:522

∀ν ∈ S, µ ∈ T : ν ≈ µ iff ν = µ ∨ ν ⊑ µ, (3)

in other words, µ maps ν if they are equivalent or if ν is less general than µ (since all the values of ν will523

belong to the domain of µ). If ν is more general than µ, they cannot be mapped (since some values of ν524

might not belong to the domain of µ).525

4.2. Semantic Inference in Event Stream Processing526

A platform for stream processing is typically built on top of a messaging middleware in order to define527

streams flowing between the involved systems and convey the data composing them. As concrete examples let528

us consider the open-source project S47 and the platform by EsperTech8. The first one is based on the Apache529

7http://incubator.apache.org/s4/
8EsperTech, available at: http://www.espertech.com/products/esperee.php
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Figure 6: Mapping of the entities for a given stream processing platform with the ones of a publish/subscribe service.

ZooKeeper9, a distributed, open-source coordination service for distributed applications; while, the second530

one is based on Esper Data Distribution Services, which is not related to the OMG DDS standard (as may be531

wrongly inferred by its name), but is built on a JMS-compliant product. Also in our case, we have built our532

platform on top of a messaging service. Specifically, we have used our empowered publish/subscribe service533

to deal with data heterogeneity. We have defined a mapping of the entities for a given stream processing534

platform with the ones of the publish/subscribe service, as depicted in Figure 6. As above mentioned, in a535

publish/subscribe service we have publishers and subscribers exchanging events through one or more brokers.536

We assume a topic-based subscription model, so that events have a topic string associated and subscribers537

subscribe to events by indicating their topic of interest. On the other hand, the stream processing platform538

is composed of stream producers and consumers interconnected by processing agents that manipulate the539

distributed streams. As shown in the figure, we directly map producers and consumers respectively with540

publishers and subscribers, in order to indicate an equivalence of a stream to a series of events with the same541

topic string associated. We do not map processing agents with brokers, but we assume them as applications542

with as many subscribers as the number of the incoming streams and as many publishers as the number543

of outgoing streams. Processing agents have their intelligence implemented in a stream engine that takes544

events from the subscribers of the agent, processes them by applying proper event operators and returns545

new events disseminated in an appropriate manner to the consumers through the agent publishers. Brokers546

can be employed to manage a large number of dependencies between producers, consumers and processing547

agents in order to improve the scalability in the communication among them.548

For our specific purposes we have envisioned the processing agent as shown in Figure 6. The incoming549

streams are obtained from a series of subscribers, each interested to a topic characterizing an incoming550

9ZooKeeper, available at: http://zookeeper.apache.org/
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stream. The subscribers pass the received events composing the incoming streams to specific repositories,551

one for each incoming stream. When a new event is stored in a repository, the Complex Event Processing552

(CEP) Reasoner is executed to check if one of the registered predicates is verified and to obtain its result.553

The components described so far are typical of a traditional processing agent. In addition to them, we have554

designed the semantic counterpart side of our agent to perform semantic inference on the incoming streams.555

Specifically, the events obtained by the subscribers are also provided to a Knowledge Extractor, which has556

the role of extracting knowledge in terms of semantic metadata from the events of the incoming streams.557

Such a knowledge is stored in an appropriate repository with a given representation. Each time a new event558

is received, it is handled in both the CEP Reasoner and the Semantic Reasoner. Such a component takes559

as input the knowledge extracted from the received events and a proper domain knowledge (which has been560

provided to the agent by the administrator, which has collected some contributions from specialists and561

experts of the particular application domains of interest). The Semantic Reasoner evaluates the registered562

predicates and returns a result if it exists. A last component, called Aggregator, combines the results coming563

from the two reasoners in order to form one or more streams, which are distributed by proper publishers,564

one for each outgoing stream. The CEP Reasoner is not within the main scope of this work. However,565

in order to implement the presented solution, we adopted an open source event processing implementation566

based on Esper10. We mainly focused our interest on how to implement the side of the agent that makes567

semantic inference. Such a goal is faced by some of the papers published in the research community of568

distributed event-based systems, we adopted a different approach. Works in [34, 35] present ontologies for569

events by defining the set of common attributes they should have. Such a solution is too rigid for our context570

with high heterogeneity in the event definitions adopted in the different parts of a large-scale infrastructure.571

Also in the ENVISION project a semantic event processing has been proposed, and described in [36] where572

the chosen solution has been annotating events so as to allow their semantic enrichment and be able to573

conduct semantic inferences. In addition, a layered event ontology model has been presented: such a model574

comprises an Event-Observation ontology for describing the spatio-temporal occurrences of events, and a set575

of domain micro-ontologies (i.e., lightweight ontologies describing the concepts related to the domain). We576

share with this solution the usage of domain ontologies, but we do not consider useful a common ontology577

among events. Imposing a common ontology for exchanged events is considered as a failed attempt also578

by [13], which proposes to have events in the form of RDF triples and to model the semantic inferences as579

graph patterns to be verified on the RDF graphs of the received events. Also this solution is not applicable580

in our work, since it is not possible to have control on the stream producers in the different portions of a581

large-scale Big Data processing infrastructure and to impose such a representation of the produced events.582

However, we share with it the vision of semantic inference as patterns on RDF graphs.583

10Esper, an open source event processing implementation, available at: http://esper.codehaus.org/
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Figure 7: Internal architecture of the processing agent.

We preferred to extract ontologies written in RDF from the received events in order to have a knowledge584

more representative of the event content, without attempting of fitting the event content to a common585

ontology or imposing an RDF structure to the events. To this aim, we have followed an approach based on586

extracting an RDF-based ontology from the event type and relative instances received from the subscribers587

by the processing agent. Such an approach as been implemented within the above mentioned Knowledge588

Extractor, and formalized in Alg. 4, by drawing from the related experience on mapping relational databases589

and XML documents in RDF ontologies [37, 38]. Before describing our approach in detail, let us introduce590

some key concepts of RDF-based ontologies. RDF is a general-purpose language for representing a metadata591

data model of the information in the Web. Upon RDF, it is possible to build ontology languages as592

demonstrated by RDF Schema (RDFS) [14] or Web Ontology Language (OWL) [39]. In our work, we593

have described the ontologies in the processing agent by using RDFS to build a simple hierarchy of concepts594

and properties. An RDF class represents a set of individuals and models. RDF classes are structured in the595

hierarchy with relations of “subclass”. To describe the attributes of these classes, proper properties can be596

defined. A last important entity is the predicate, which denotes a relationship between classes, or between a597

class and a data value. We directly mapped attributes and values carried out by events in these introduced598

RDF entities. Specifically, as Alg. 4 shows, when a new type of event is received for the first time, a new599

ontology is created (row 2), populated (rows 3-15), and stored in the Knowledge Repository (row 16). In600

particular, a new RDF class is created for the given topic name of the event (row 3); then, the structure of601

the complex attributes within the event type is mapped to a hierarchy of RDF classes rooted at the class602

named with the topic name. Specifically, for a given complex attribute (i.e., the one that contains no values603

but only other attributes), a new RDF class is created and defined as a sub-class of the class associated604

to the parent attribute (rows 6-8). In the case of simple attributes (i.e., the one containing a value of a605

given domain), a new RDF predicate is created, and its origin is the RDF class associated to the complex606

attribute containing the simple one (rows 12-13). Such new elements are inserted in the ontology (row 4,607

9 and 14). If it is not the first time to receive an event belonging to the given topic, then the ontology is608

obtained from the repository (row 18). An RDF instance for the root class of the ontology is created with609
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Algorithm 4 Primitive executed by the Knowledge Extractor to obtain an

RDF-based ontology from received event instances

obtainRDFOntology(topicName, event):

1: if !knowledgeRepository.exists(topicName) then

2: ontology = new Ontology();

3: class = ontology.createClass(topicName);

4: ontology.insertClass(class);

5: for all complexAttribute in event do

6: class = ontology.createClass(complexAttribute.getName());

7: parent = ontology.getClass(complexAttribute.getParent());

8: class.associateParent(parent);

9: ontology.insertClass(class);

10: end for

11: for all simpleAttribute in event do

12: predicate = ontology.createPredicate(simpleAttribute.getName());

13: parent = ontology.getClass(simpleAttribute.getParent());

14: ontology.insertPredicate(parent, predicate);

15: end for

16: knowledgeRepository.insert(ontology);

17: end if

18: ontology = knowledgeRepository.obtain(topicName);

19: instance = ontology.createInstance(event.getKey(), topicName);

20: for all simpleAttribute in event do

21: triple = ontology.createTriple();

22: triple.setSubject(instance);

23: triple.setPredicate(ontology.getPredicate(simpleAttribute.getName()));

24: triple.setObject((simpleAttribute.getValue());

25: ontology.setTriple(triple);

26: end for

the key of the event (i.e., the values that univocally identify the different instances of an event key). For610

each of the simple attributes an RDF triple is constructed, where the subject is always the newly created611

RDF instance (rows 21-22). The name of the simple attribute becomes the predicate of the triple (row 23);612

while, its value is the object (row 24). Also such triple is inserted in the ontology.613

After the ontology has been created, it can be inferred by registering on the semantic reasoner’s proper614

queries, which consist of inferring RDF data from a graph database perspective. In particular, we have615
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considered the use of SPARQL [15], which is the well-known query language for RDF, as recommended616

by W3C. SPARQL is a graph-matching query language and can combine the information from different617

ontologies so as to complement the information carried out by the incoming events. A SPARQL query618

consists of several constituents: (i) a prefix (indicating the namespace for the used terms); (ii) a dataset619

definition clause (expressing where the data to be processed reside); (iii) a result clause (specifying the620

output to return to the user, such as how to construct new triples to be returned); (iv) pattern matching621

(such as optional, union, nesting, filtering); and (v) solution modifiers (such as, projection, distinct, order,622

limit, offset). There are three main query forms: (i) the SELECT form returns variable bindings, (ii) the623

CONSTRUCT form returns an RDF graph specified by a proper template, and (iii) the ASK form return624

a boolean value indicating the existence of a solution for a graph pattern. In our work we have used only625

SELECT forms. Let us consider the two examples at the end of Subsection 2.2: (1) how to find that the fuel626

in an enroute aircraft is not enough to reach a given destination, and (ii) how to detect that the aircraft is627

landing in an unsuitable airfield. We have noticed that these situations cannot be resolved with traditional628

CEP languages, since they are based only on the information carried out by the exchanged events. Let629

us consider three domain ontologies, one describing the positions of all the European cities, namely cities,630

one describing all the aircraft types, namely airDesc, and one describing the airfields in Europe, namely631

fieldDesc. Such ontology can be already existing in the Web or may be inserted in the agent by experts.632

Let us consider that the event AircraftState described in the mentioned Subsection arrives, and is converted633

in an RDF triples for the ontology aircraftStates. The SPARQL query that is able to resolve the example634

1 is the following one:635

636

SELECT ?ID637

FROM a i r c r a f t S t a t e s638

WHERE {639

?Type a i rDesc : consume ? fue lCons640

c i t i e s : i c i t i e s : hasName ? Des t inat i on ;641

c i t i e s : ha sPos i t i on ? destPos642

FILTER (? Fuel < ? fue lCons ∗ (? destPos − ?CurrPos ) )643

}644

645

Such a query looks into the aircraftStates ontology for the ID of the aircraft with not sufficient fuel based646

from the knowledge of how much fuel it consumers per miles, and the distance in miles between its current647

position and the destination. Let us consider now that, the event Landing Authorization described in the648

mentioned Subsection arrives, and is converted in an RDF triples for the ontology landAutho. The SPARQL649

query for the second example is the following one:650
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651

SELECT ?ID652

FROM a i r c r a f t S t a t e s653

WHERE {654

?ICAO ARC f i e l dDe s c : maxLenth ?maxLength655

?Type a i rDesc : needLength ?needLength656

landAutho : i landAutho : hasPos i t i on ? po s i t i o n657

FILTER (? needLength > ?maxLength658

&& −5 < (? p o s i t i o n − ?CurrPos ) < 5)659

}660

661

Such a query finds all the aircrafts that have a distance lower than 5 miles from an airfield, which exhibits662

a landing runaway shorter than the one required. Such examples prove that we are able to detect situations663

that current CEP languages fail to detect.664

Finally, our agent should be able to handle a large number of incoming events; therefore, it should be665

equipped with proper mechanisms to remove half events from its repositories in order to make space to the666

new ones. To this aim, the queries that the two reasoners are able to process defines a time windows for667

the events to be considered when evaluating the queries. A practical example is provided by the example668

provided in Subsection 3.3 for the declarative language ETALIS. In this query, a temporal filter is considered669

in order to isolate data within a time frame of 30 days. The removal of stored events or RDF triples from the670

two repositories is handled through a proper Garbage Collection facility by the manager of each repository.671

Specifically, a manager counts per each stored event or RDF triple how many queries should consider it672

when evaluated. If this number reaches 0, then the event or RDF triple is removed from the repository. In673

addition, such repositories have a Lifespan Policy configured by an administrator, which indicates how long674

the data written in the repository is considered valid and should remain stored. These removal mechanisms675

prevent the processing agent to run out of its memory with invalid and outraged data.676

5. Evaluation677

In order to perform functional validation and performance evaluation of the proposed framework, we678

developed a simple proof-of-concept prototype system, supporting both the data integration and semantic679

inference capabilities described in the previous sections, with an emphasis on the use of currently available680

open source components.681
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5.1. Data Integration682

We have implemented the proposed data integration approach in a prototype based on a product com-683

pliant to the JMS standard, specifically Apache Active MQ11, which provides a popular and powerful open684

source message broker. Apache Active MQ is adopted as the communication infrastructure to exchange noti-685

fications among the distributed brokers composing NS; but any other topic-based publish/subscribe solution686

can be easily adopted in our solution. On top of it, we have implemented the business logic of our broker,687

by realizing three components, as depicted in Figure 8(a): (1) an Event Dispatcher that takes as input a688

series of notifications and properly pass them to Apache Active MQ; (ii) a Schema and Rules Storage that689

receives schema representations and serialization rules in XML and stores them; (iii) and a Matcher that690

searches in the storage to obtain the schema and serialization rules, computes the mapping between the691

elements of the source and the target schema and returns the deserialization rules. We have used S-Match12692

as the semantic matching tool, but any other tools is integrable in our solution. In particular, we have used693

the original S-Match semantic matching algorithm [40], which is a rationalized re-implementation of the694

CTX match system [41]: (i) the labels of the nodes in the two schemes are extracted and translated into695

an internal language expressing concepts; (ii) all the possible semantic relations existing between any two696

concepts for the labels in the two trees are determined; (iii) the binding power of each identified semantic697

relation is tested; (iv) the relations with the strongest power are returned as matching rules to the user.698

The functionalities of our broker have been exposed as a Web service to the applications. Moreover, we have699

realized publisher and subscriber components that can be imported in the applications to Big Data event700

notification, which implements respectively Alg. 1 and Alg. 2. Last, we have implemented a component,701

named Parser, which takes data instances and returns, according to proper rules, byte streams to be sent702

along the network and vice versa.703

We performed several experiments with the above prototype by relying on a large base of avionic data704

used in the Air Traffic Management (ATM) environment (collected within a month and made of 5 millions705

of flight plans), as well as on properly crafted test applications exchanging events that are structured706

according to the AVENUE type, which is characterized by a complex structure made of about 30 nested707

fields and a size of almost 100 KB. We have arbitrarily changed the schema at the subscribers by applying708

these variations: (i) removing/adding some parts of the AVENUE structures, (ii) changing the name of709

a structure with a synonym (we substituted ‘Aircraft’ with ‘Airship’ or ‘Airplane’), (iii) changing the710

position of some structures, (iv) changing the domain of the values of some attributes (source schema used711

True altitude, whereas the target schema has Absolute altitude; distances in the source schema were in712

kilometers, changed in miles in the target schema). The experiments conducted for latency evaluation adopt713

11Apache Active MQ, available at: http://activemq.apache.org.
12S-Match, available at: http://semanticmatching.org/s-match.html
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: (a) Schematic overview of the prototype for the data integration. (b) Performance worsening comparison.

a “ping-pong” pattern. Specifically, the publisher feeds a data instance with randomly-generated content714

and passes it to the parser, which returns a byte stream that is passed to the broker constituting NS. On715

the subscriber side, the byte stream is received, deserialized and passed to the subscriber application. Then,716

the application immediately makes a copy of the received event and sends it back to the publisher, which717

receives the original event after the stream is passed through the parser component. The latency is computed718

as half of the time to perform the overall sequence of steps.719

We obtained an efficiency of the serialization stream extremely close to 1, when compared with the CDR720

format. In addition to the event content, we have included a small number of bytes (e.g., we used only 10721

bytes), representing the schemaID applied by the publisher. This efficiency allows our solution to obtain722

very similar performance to the optimal case when CDR is used. Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 8(b),723

we have to distinguish two cases: the first one is when the subscriber already has the deserialization rules,724

and the one in which the subscriber has to contact NS to obtain them. In the first case, the latency is 4%725

higher in average than the case with CDR, and this is the cost to pay for parameterizing the serialization726

and deserialization operations. In the second case, S-Match is able to match the two schema in about 1076727

seconds, implying an increase of 75% of the overall latency. We have to remember that the second case728

occurs only once at the beginning of the conversation between the publisher and the subscriber, or in any729

circumstances when the source schema or the target one is changed. The precision of our solution strongly730
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Figure 9: Schematic overview of the prototype for the semantic event stream processing.

depends on the precision of the adopted schema matching tool. In our experiments S-Match was able to731

match all the attributes, so that the right data were in the right place at the instances of the target schema732

on the subscriber side.733

Scalability is a fundamental challenge for Big Data analytics, and is straightforward to appreciate how734

the proposed architecture based on the publish/subscribe paradigm is able to seamlessly achieve scalability735

also in presence of very complex systems with thousands of data sources and processing sites.736

5.2. Semantic Inference in Event Stream Processing737

In order to test and evaluate the knowledge repository and semantic reasoner, we have implemented the738

processing agent by using Apache Jena13. Specifically, Apache Jena is an open-source project to provide a739

collection of tools and Java libraries for (i) reading, processing and writing RDF data in various formats;740

(ii) handling OWL and RDFS ontologies; (iii) reasoning with RDF and OWL data sources; (iv) allowing741

large numbers of RDF triples to be efficiently stored on disk; and (v) expressing and evaluating queries742

compliant with the latest SPARQL specification. Specifically, on top of Apache Jena, we have built three743

components, as depicted in Figure 9: (i) a Domain Knowledge Importer, which receives domain ontologies744

from the domain experts and loads them into Apache Jena repository; (ii) a Knowledge Extractor, which745

implements the Alg. 4, takes as input events from the agent subscribers and calls the proper operations of746

13Apache Jena, available at: http://jena.apache.org/index.html
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: (a− b) Performance evaluation of the semantic reasoner.

the Apache Jena API to create ontologies; and (iii) a Semantic Reasoners, which has a knowledge repository747

populated by SPARQL queries coming from the agent administrator, as well as new events, by evaluating748

this queries on the ontologies hold by Apache Jena, and disseminates results through the agent publishers.749

We have conducted some experiments in order to evaluate the performance of our semantic reasoner.750

Specifically, we have realized the domain ontologies mentioned in the previous section and provided to the751

reasoner the queries expressed in SPARQL in the previous Section. We have defined two incoming streams,752

one with events related to the aircraft states and another of the airfield authorizations. The reasoner was753

running on a workstation with Intel Core i7-2600K Quad CPU 3.40 GHz 8GB of RAM (only a single754

dedicated CPU is used), running Windows 7 Professional. At the beginning of the test, domain knowledge755

is provided to the reasoner and then a total of 100 events has been produced per each stream. We have756

measured two different performance indexes: (i) the time needed to load the domain knowledge within the757

semantic reasoner, and (ii) the time needed to perform a query on the incoming events. In the first case, we758

have varied the size (in terms of number of RDF triples) of the domain knowledge to be loaded, and from759

Figure 10(a) we can notice that by increasing the knowledge size we have an augmented loading time. Such760

a dependency on the knowledge size (i.e., the domain knowledge and the dynamically built ontologies) has761

also been presented in Figure 10(b) where the average query time is shown.762

6. Conclusions763

Considering the Emerging Technologies Hype Cycle in 2012 by Gartner [42], we notice that the area764

of Big Data is approaching its peak of expectation. This means that such a technology is not yet mature765

and there are several possible research challenges that have to be yet faced with. Specifically, there is a766

demand for a suitable platform to collect and process the data generated within the different heterogeneous767

systems/components of a large-scale infrastructure.768
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When integrating multiple systems to construct large-scale infrastructures by means of publish/subscribe769

services, it is possible to encounter into some troubles due to the different data schema known by the legacy770

systems to be fudged. This is a major issue, since it can affect the successful notification of events towards771

subscribers with different schema than the publishers. We have shown in this paper how syntactic and772

semantic heterogeneity in publish/subscribe services can be treated by embedding a schema matching mech-773

anism within the NS. We have experimentally proved that our solution is able to make the publish/subscribe774

service completely flexible in terms of data representation schema, while containing the latency worsening775

caused by such a flexibility.776

Furthermore, when considering the event exchange scenario on the resulting Big Data processing infras-777

tructure we also observed that traditional event processing methods compute queries based on the values778

that certain attributes assume at the event instances received by the processing agents. We have illustrated779

with concrete examples that such an approach is not able to detect complex situations when domain knowl-780

edge is required. We have resolved such an issue by proposing a method to dynamically building ontologies781

based on the received events, and computing semantic inferences by combining such ontologies with properly782

formalized domain knowledge. Such mechanism, based on a properly crafted semantic reasoner has been783

experimentally evaluated, by observing a satisfactory performance and functional behavior. The presented784

technological framework may become the core of an open source solution supporting the analysis processing785

of huge data volumes across multiple heterogeneous systems scattered throughout the Internet.786
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